CareGuard® Bite Blocks

CareGuard.®

The bold choice for upper GI procedures.
Why compromise sensitive, expensive equipment when a simple solution
from Medovations can change everything? Our line of bite blocks takes
a colorful twist on caring for your endoscopes and your patients.

At a glance you’ll know it’s different
CareGuard® Bite Blocks are available in three fresh colors
and two sizes. Select from 48 FR and 60 FR sizes, as well as
a 60 FR XL model that features more substantial lip guards.
The 60 FR and 60 FR XL models easily accommodate
a 60 FR Medovations Esophageal Bougie or Wire-Guided Dilator.
Trust the construction of CareGuard Bite Blocks to provide
the protection you need.

Lateral ports offer
additional access

Dental
retention
rim
60 FR XL features
a large upper flange
to reduce damage
to patients’ gums

Durable, dependable design

Disposable and color-coded

Created with the patient and the caregiver in mind,
CareGuard Bite Blocks ensure comfort and convenience.
Integrated dental retention rims maintain the position
of the bite block during procedures, while lateral ports
on the 60 FR and 60 FR XL bite blocks allow for easy
positioning of additional suctioning equipment.
For a comfortable, secure fit choose optional blue
or soft straps that adjust to the needs of any patient.

Individually wrapped CareGuard Bite Blocks are made
for one-time use, reducing the risk of cross contamination.
Color coding makes it easy to reach for the right size
every time.

Adjustable blue strap

Adjustable soft strap

You know Medovations for innovative, reliable and cost-effective solutions.

Now, there are even more reasons to smile.

Part No.

Size

Description

Qty/Case

CareGuard® Bite Block
1197-48

48 FR

With dental rim

100

1197-60

60 FR

With dental rim and lateral ports

100

1197-60XL

60 FR XL

With dental rim and large flange

100

CareGuard® Bite Block with Blue Strap
1196-48

48 FR

With dental rim

100

1196-60

60 FR

With dental rim and lateral ports

100

1196-60XL

60 FR XL

With dental rim and large flange

100

CareGuard® Bite Block with Soft Strap
1198-48

48 FR

With dental rim

100

1198-60

60 FR

With dental rim and lateral ports

100

1198-60XL

60 FR XL

With dental rim and large flange

100

Single-use, non-sterile. Made in the USA.

48FR

60FR

60FR XL
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CleanFreak®
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Endoscope
Care &
Accessories

At Medovations, we are committed to providing you with
high-quality, durable products for your gastrointestinal procedures.
See the complete line of GI solutions at Medovations.com

Learn more from your personal product representative at 800-558-6408 or Medovations.com
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